SHAVER SOCKET (Euro American)
with isolating transformer

**Functions**
Designed to provide insulated 110 / 204V— AC supply for shavers.

**Technical Specification**
- Rated incoming voltage 240V AC.
- Output Voltage:
  - 240V— for 2P 2.5 A Europlugs
  - 120V— for 2P 2.5 A 125 V— plugs American standard
- non-polarized with flat blades.
- Rated Output 240V/110V AC.
- Capacity 20VA max.
- Equipped with wound transformer for ground isolation.
- Provided with Euro-American socket outlets
- Class II appliance.

**Special Features**
Provided with in-built isolating wound transformers with ground isolated to protect the user of the shavers from electric shock in the event of shaver developing ground fault. In addition the unit is having an inbuilt push type switch actuated on insertions of the plug to deactivate the shaver, incase of any electric accident.

**Nomenclature and Marking**
GM modular range is marked with details using laser technology with absolute precision and indelibility.

---

**Wiring diagram**

**Installation:**

**Product**
Product code
Details
AA 3 076
Shaver Socket (Euro American)

**Front and side view showing the over all dimensions in mm**